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Throughout the month of November, dignity of the month was ‘two way relationships’ here at Crowstone House I thoroughly enjoy creating new ways to ensure we are in cooperating these into our day to day lives. This month I created ‘What I love about you’ in the bag was a number of different words regarding what each person would have i.e. ‘Your eyes’ or ‘Your best feature’. Two residents would sit together or staff and we would each choose one of the pieces of paper out the bag, which ever one we chose we would have to tell the other person why we loved that about them, for example say if I choose ‘your smile’ from the bag I would have to explain why I love that persons smile.

It really was a special activity and we got some very lovely answers from staff and residents and I’m glad I get to share these with you.
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‘I love Pat’s top because it’s a very nice colour, and it matches her trousers perfectly. Usually red and green don’t match together but Pat can make it look nice as she has some really lovely clothes, I tend to wear darker colours I would like bright ones but I don’t suit them’

-P.F

‘Pat’s hair is one of my favourite things about her, it is very long and it goes right down her back. I remember when I first moved here it was one of the things that I noticed as usually people our age do not have long hair we tend to get it all cut off when we can’t get to the hairdressers anymore’

-P.D
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‘Amanda’s best personality trait has to be that she is extremely hardworking and is always willing to give a helping hand. No matter what you ask of her she will always be there to help you, she has become one of my good friends here and I’m so glad we get to work here together.

-A.C
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‘My favourite thing about Amy would have to be her smile, she is extremely happy no matter whether it’s early in the morning or late at night she is always happy. I can always count on her if I need cheering up’

-A.T
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‘Irene’s best feature would have to be her eyes and eyebrows, for an old girl she is extremely well presented and her eyebrows always look perfect. Irene also has lovely eyes, you know some people just have caring looking eyes. She is one of those ladies I’m very lucky to have met her’

-R.G

‘I like Russell’s jacket because it’s a nice colour and it goes with everything he wears. It’s a nice material and it looks good quality and most importantly it keeps him warm. He used to wear a hat that I really liked but he left it at art club when he went there’

-I.P
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"I like Doreen’s shoes because they are one of my favourite colours. I think they might be indoor outdoor shoes as they look like a slipper but have a sole on them. They have a very pretty flower on them, I think I’m going to get some of them the next time I go to the shops."

-J.W

"I like Joyce’s top as it’s a very nice pale pink colour and it matches her blouse very nicely. Me and Joyce dress very similar and we both like to wear skirts. I will let her borrow one of mine if she would like too."

-D.F
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'I like Michelle’s hair because it’s a very nice colour and she always has different styles and it always looks good however she has it. I have short hair now but if I chose to have long hair I would want it like Michelle’s’

-A.M

‘I have lots of things I love about Andrea, but it would probably have to be her singing voice. Andrea knows lots of songs and when Trish plays the music she will sing along to them all and she sounds very good. Andrea is very helpful as well when we are doing the tea trolley Andrea will always be there to help put cups away’

-M.J
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Rosemary is one of my best friends here, she makes me happy because she is always smiling. Every time I've had a busy day I can always rely on Rosemary to be there to listen to me if I need her and she has some very good stories to tell.

-P.G

‘My favourite personality trait about Pat has to be her humour, she is always full of jokes and she never fails to make me laugh and smile. When my husband comes to see me we are always laughing at Pat’s story. I think back in the day she must have been the one to make everyone laugh.

-R.B
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Thank You for taking the time to look through this presentation and I hope you enjoyed it.
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